The Ofﬁcial Wakkanai City Guidebook
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WOW!

Wakkanai ‒ Hokkaido's northernmost town. Facing the Soya Strait,

Youʼll say

with the Sea of Okhotsk to the east and Sea of Japan to the west;
surrounded by abundant nature in the form of the
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Rishiri-Rebun-Sarobetsu National Park and the like.
With high temperatures from 22-28℃, the climate here is cool,
comfortable, and perfect for a pleasant summer trip.
Wakkanai is also the gateway to Sakhalin, which lies 43 km across
the Soya Strait. Wakkanai is ﬁlled with stories of our predecessors.
As well as sightseeing, there are countless activities as well as

When you see
All the fun there is
To have in Wakkanai!

gastronomic delights and hot springs to be enjoyed. It's an ideal
location from which to base your travels in the northern Hokkaido
area. So, bring along this guidebook and come in search of
the "!"s that can only be found in Wakkanai.
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Average temperatures in the city of Wakkanai (℃)
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

Highest temperature

-2.7

-2.5

1.2

7.2

Lowest temperature

-6.8

-7.1

-3.5

1.8

May

Oct.

Nov.

Dec

12.0 15.7 19.7 22.3 19.7 13.7

6.1

0.1

1.0

-4.2

6.0

What is the
"Amazing Northernmost Japan,
Hokkaido Route"?
Conveying attractive
wide-area sightseeing
routes that incorporate a
network of tourist spots
with themes and stories,
overseas.
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※Averages from 1981 to 2010

June

July

Aug.

Sept

10.1 14.5 17.3 14.0

8.1
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WOW! 50 INDEX

WOW! 50 INDEX

A s t h e r e c o m m en d ation s ha ve b een n a r r owed d own to just 5 0 ,
t h e r e 's s t i l l s o m uc h m or e that c ould n ot b e c on veyed .
I n W a k k a n a i , your ver y own W OW ! a wa its.

01
＿ Firstly, let's aim for the top!

26
＿ See the lumpsuckers at the Noshappu Aquarium.

02
＿ Reconsider the importance of peace at Cape Soya Park.

27
＿ See Antarctic rocks at the Wakkanai Youth Science Museum.

03
＿ Experience at ﬁrst hand the unique nature (topography) of the Soya Hills.

28
＿ Watch the sunset from the Yuhigaoka Parking area.

04
＿ Take a stroll along the White Path paved with scallop shells.

29
＿ Soothe yourself in Japan's northernmost day-spa.

05
＿ Why not take a walk along the footpath course?

30
＿ Take in the view of the huge Mt. Rishirifuji from Kohone House.

06
＿ Count the windmills at the Cape Soya Wind Farm.

3
1
＿
Try some curling! You don't need to bring anything.

07
＿ At Soya Park, learn about the history around the time of the birth of Wakkanai.

32
＿ Dance the "Hokkai Teppen Dance" and "Nankyoku Dance" at the Wakkanai

08
＿ Visit the place from where Japanese explorer, Mamiya Rinzo set out on his journey.

Minato Nankyoku Festival in early August.

09
＿ Why not sing "Soya Misaki" to the melody in front of the monument?

33
＿ Watch one of the largest dog-sled races in Japan.

10
＿ Take a commemorative photo with two local mascots.

34
＿ Welcome the ﬁrst sunrise of the year at the northernmost point.

11
＿ Come and enter the world of the movie Sakura Guardian in the North.

35
＿ Ride on the frozen Onuma Marsh on a large-scale snow tractor.

12
＿ Watch and count the swans at the Onuma Birdwatching Observatory.

36
＿ Come and enjoy authentic Russian folk singing.

13
＿ Touch the northernmost railway line in Japan, which passes through Wakkanai Station.

37
＿ If you want to send souvenirs, choose a Wakkanai Brand.

14
＿ Take a photo to upload onto social media at the North Breakwater Dome.

38
＿ Ponder the unknown story of how the dish was born, while eating Tako Shabu.

15
＿ Take a glimpse of Wakkanai's history at the Former Seto Family House.

39
＿ Consider the type of cuisine with which to savor Soya Black-haired Wagyu Beef.

16
＿ Lots of fun to be had at Japan's northernmost multipurpose complex.

40
＿ Get in the mood for enka at an izakaya that serves delicious seafood.

17
＿ Learn about the history of Karafuto and Wakkanai.

41
＿ Buy souvenirs at KITAcolor.

18
＿ Learn Russian, in some vague way, from the direction signs around the city.

42
＿ Be impressed by the rich, creamy taste of Wakkanai milk.

19
＿ Why not wear a kimono and take a stroll around town?

43
＿ Conﬁrm the rumor that Wakkanai ramen is really delicious.

20
＿ See the 360-degree panoramic view from the Founding Centennial Tower.

44
＿ Come and eat Wakkanai's soul food, Chaamen.

21
＿ Follow the cherry blossoms to the northernmost point.

45
＿ Discover the delicious taste of the "phantom" seaweed, ginkgo grass.

22
＿ Come and see the Wakkanai Park night view, designated a Night-View Heritage spot.

46
＿ Get up close to nature at Rishiri-Rebun-Sarobetsu National Park.

23
＿ At Wakkanai Park, remember those repatriated from Karafuto(Sakhalin) at the end of the war.

47
＿ Come bathe in a hot spring that smells of oil, seldom found anywhere else in the world.

24
＿ Let the dazzling sunsets move you.

48
＿ Visit all of the six secluded stations in Horonobe Town.

25
＿ Look up from the bottom of the second tallest lighthouse in Japan.

49
＿ Climb the northernmost of Japan's Top 100 peaks.
50
＿ Come and see ﬂowers that bloom nowhere else in the world other than Rebun Island.
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WOW!
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Firstly, let's aim
for the top!
When you visit Wakkanai, the ﬁrst place you want to head to is Cape Soya.
Stand in front of the Monument to the Northernmost Point of Japan that's located at the tip
of the cape and experience being at the top of Japan.
On clear days you may be able to see the silhouette of the island of Sakhalin in the distance.

TOPICS
Certiﬁcate of Arrival at
the Northernmost
Point of Japan
Only available from souvenir shops
in the vicinity of Cape Soya.
The date and time is ﬁlled in at
the shop
at the time of purchase.

The Northernmost Point in Japan Monument

■

Cape Soya

ACCESS

・Approx. 40 min by car from JR Wakkanai Sta.
・Alight at the "Soya Misaki" bus stop, approx. 50 min. by bus (Tempoku‒Soya Misaki route) from JR Wakkanai Sta.
Approx. 25 min. by car from Wakkanai Airport
MAP p.46
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WOW! 02.03

WOW!

WOW!

02

03

Reconsider the importance
of peace at Cape Soya Park.

Experience at first hand
the unique nature (topography)
of the Soya Hills.

Cape Soya faces a sea border and was once at the

The Soya Hills, where gentle green undulations extend as far as the eye can see,

forefront of international tensions. The park houses

were created approximately 10,000 years ago due to repeated freezing and

numerous peace monuments and the beautiful armeria

thawing during the Ice Age. The trees were destroyed in a forest ﬁre during the

ﬂower blooms there in summer.

Meiji Period, to reveal beautiful terrain conceived by ancient dramas.

■

Cape Soya Park

AC C E S S

・Approx. 40 min by car from JR Wakkanai Sta.
・Approx. 3-min. walk from Cape Soya
MAP p.46

TOPICS

The Periglacial Landform
of the Soya Hills
Gentle wave-like terrain,
carved away by rain and river water
approximately 10,000 years ago,
designated a Hokkaido Heritage
in 2004.
■

A Soya Hills observatory
and resthouse facility
(Guesthouse Almelia)

Open 9:00‒17:00 from Apr. 29 to Nov. 3
(Until 19:00 from June to Sept.)
ACCESS

Tower of Prayer
07
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Soldiers Memorial
Monument

Peace Monument

Kosodate Peace Bell (left)
World Peace Bell (right)

・Approx. 45 min by car from JR Wakkanai Sta.
・Approx. 15-min. walk from Cape Soya
MAP p.46
WAKKANAI GUIDE BOOK
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WOW! 04.05

WOW!

04

Take a stroll along
the White Path
paved with scallop shells

WOW!

05

Why not take a
walk along the
footpath course?

Refresh yourself with a stroll under the blue sky, on the white path that stretches toward

Sense the expansive Hokkaido Heritage of the Soya Hills:

the sea. Paved with scallop shells, the path has a gentle feel beneath your feet, and extends

come into contact with history and culture in Wakkanai Park;

for 3 km almost until the end of the Soya Hills Footpath Course. The path is also open to

enjoy the wetlands of Airport Park Meguma Marsh;

vehicles. (The roads here can be narrow, so please be cautious when passing pedestrians or oncoming cars.)

or learn about the industrial history of Cape Noshappu.

※The road is closed from around November to late May.

Which of the four distinctive courses will you choose?

■

■

Soya Hills Footpath

MAP p.46
◎Long Course(Approx. 11 km/4 hours)
◎Short Course(Approx. 5 km/2 hours)
■

Wakkanai Park Footpath

MAP pp.45/46
◎Centennial Tower Course(Approx. 5.8 km/two and a half hours)
◎Hyosetsu Gate Course(Approx. 3 km/1 hours)
■

Airport Park Meguma Marsh Footpath

◎Approx. 3 km/1 hours
MAP p.46
■

Cape Noshappu Footpath

◎Approx. 5.5 km/2 hours
MAP p.45

※From around November to late May, all routes other than
the Cape Noshappu Footpath are closed.

The Northernmost White Path

ACCESS

・Approx. 1 hour by car from JR Wakkanai Station.
・Approx. 5-min. walk from the "Soya" bus stop, which is approx.
40 min. by bus (Tempoku‒Soya Misaki route) from JR Wakkanai Sta.
・Approx. 20 min. by car from Wakkanai Airport.
・Approx. 15 min. by car from Cape Soya.
MAP p.46
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WOW! 06

WOW!

06

Count the windmills
at the Cape Soya Wind Farm.
Wakkanai is a town of strong winds. In order to take advantage of that,
57 wind-power turbines have been built on the Soya Hills.
The height to the top of the blade of the tallest is approximately 100 m.
The rows of huge white windmills make for magniﬁcent scenery.

■

Cape Soya Wind Farm

ACCESS

Approx. 50 min by car from JR Wakkanai Sta.
MAP p.46
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WOW! 07.08.09.10

WOW!

07

At Soya Park, learn about the history around
the time of the birth of Wakkanai.

WOW!

09

Located in the former Soya Village, where Wakkanai originated,
the park in which numerous historical sites and cultural properties

Why not sing "Soya Misaki" to
the melody in front of
the monument?

remain is must-see for enthusiasts of history. Wakkanai (Soya) is also said
to be the ﬁrst place in Japan where the samurai classes drank coffee,

Press the switch to play the

and now there is a unique coffee-bean-shaped monument.
Soya Itsukushima Shrine

■

"Soya Misaki" melody. You'll
surely be impressed if you sing

Soya Itsukushima Shrine

this standing on the cape.

Soya Park

■

ACCESS

Former Clan Memberʼs
・Approx. 35 min by car
Gravesite
from JR Wakkanai Sta.
・Approx. 5-min. walk from the "Soya" bus stop, which is approx.
40 min. by bus (Tempoku‒Soya Misaki route) from JR Wakkanai Sta.
MAP p.46

WOW!
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Soya Misaki
Music Monument

ACCESS

The eastern side of the Northernmost Point
in Japan Monument (WOW! 01)
MAP p.46

Visit the place from where
Japanese explorer,
Mamiya Rinzo set out on his journey.
Rinzo Mamiya explored Karafuto twice and

WOW!
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Take a commemorative photo
with two local mascots.

Dashinosuke, a seal whose body parts
turned into kelp after eating too much

discovered the Mamiya Strait (Strait of Tartary).

delicious Rishiri kelp; and Rinzo-kun,

Aged 29 at the time, Mamiya is said to have set out

who is modeled on Rinzo Mamiya, are

to explore from this point, 3 km west of Cape Soya.
The silhouette of Karafuto can sometimes be seen
in the distance.
■

Monument to Rinzo Mamiyaʼs
Departure for Karafuto

active at local events and ceremonies.
Say hello and they will pose
for a photo with you.

ACCESS

Approx. 40 min by car from JR Wakkanai Sta.
MAP p.46
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Dashinosuke

Rinzo-kun
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